
Mod
Desking



Mod makes private offices simple, but far from plain. Ample 

storage in a wide variety of options, different desk layouts,  

and a range of sleek laminate and leg choices offer function 

and style that’s always in vogue.

Endless 
Possibilities
Priceless
Value.
Taking Care of Private Matters
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 Shown with Exposure™ and Lota® seating and the optional Mod Classic Pull
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Shown with Matter™ seating
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From open environments and meeting spaces to

conference rooms and private offices, Mod works

anywhere you do. Get the performance you need

where you need it with desks, tables, and storage

options that combine modern good looks with

essential capabilities.

All Over the Place
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They say it’s the simple things in life that mean the most. That’s why Mod provides everything you need for a productive and 

stylish office and nothing you don’t. With its versatile collection of laminate desk and storage solutions, Mod offers both variety 

and value to support all types of workstyles. Practical, but never basic, Mod proves that there is always beauty in simplicity.

Purposeful and Uncomplicated

Shown with Solve® seating and Coordinate™ height adjustable base
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For more information, visit hon.com/modSee HON Pricer for complete product information.

Finishes

The HON Company
200 Oak Street, Muscatine, IA 52761

800.833.3964 | Check out hon.com
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To view the registered and unregistered trademarks 

owned and used by The HON Company, visit  
hon.com/protected-marks. Models, upholstery  

and finishes are subject to change without notice.

Make your space work.

Russet 
Cherry

Simply 
White

Sepia 
Walnut

Java OakTraditional 
Mahogany

Slate Teak

Laminates

Paints Fabrics

Black Warm 
Neutral

Silver Cool 
Neutral

Storage Handles

*Mod is for US Domestic Sales Only

Contemporary Pull Field Installed Bridge Pull Classic PullStandard Arch Pull


